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Abstract 

The Image denoising naturally corrupted by noise is a classical problem in the field of 

signal or image processing. Denoising of a natural images corrupted by Gaussian noise using 

new techniques of multi-wavelet techniques depended on losing of some error are occurs in 

reconstruct in pre-processing of multiwavelet then the new multiwavelet are very effective 

because of its ability to reduce losing of some data in reconstruct. Multi-wavelet can satisfy 

with symmetry and asymmetry which are very important characteristics in signal processing. 

The better denoising result depends on the degree of the noise. Generally, its energy is 

distributed over low frequency band while both its noise and details are distributed over high 

frequency band. Corresponding hard threshold used in different scale high frequency sub-

bands.In this paper proposed to indicate the suitability of different multi-wavelet based on using 

the mixing between Hard and Soft threshold that named as Hybrid threshold technical depended 

on the parts of the multi-wavelet decomposition, according the value of noise in the 

decomposition parts used the threshold techniques for example using the soft threshold on the 

two first parts LL and LH decompositions because that the amount value of pixels in this part 
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is Low frequency and some of Hard and then using the Hard threshold of the remaining two 

parts HL and HH part because the amount value of pixels is High frequency, then the 

performance calculation of image denoising algorithm in terms of PSNR value. Finally it's 

compare between multiwavelet traditional techniques Hard, Soft threshold and produced best 

denoised image using (Hybrid threshold) image denoising algorithm in terms of PSNR Values 

based on mixed thresolding (hard and soft thresolding) by using the first (Hard threshold) in LL 

and LH part and the second (soft thresolding) in HL and HH part from multiwavelet 

decomposition. 

 

  المستخلص

ً ورة مشوھة طبیعیصأزالة ضوضاء من     ور. صبالضوضاء تعتبر مشكلة تقلیدیة في مجال األشارة أو معالجة ال ا

ى خسارة لة لتحویل المویجة المتعدد یشد عیددجور المشوھة بالضوضاء الكاوسي بأستخدام تقنیات صأزالة الضوضاء من ال

قلیص خسارة تھ على تبلیلقا رؤثجة ولذلك فأن متعدد المویجة سیكون میالبناء لمتعدد المو ةبعض األخطاء التي یحدث عند أعاد

البیانات عند أعادة البناء. متعدد المویجة لھ قابلیة التناظر وعدم التناظر وھي خفیة مھمة في معالجة األشارة. ونتیجة ألزالة 

ة رددات الواطئلتورة ستتوزع على حزمة اصورة عامة فأن طاقة الصأفضل ضوضاء والذي یعتمد على درجة الضوضاء. ب

یل على حزمة الترددات العالیة. طبقا لھذا فأن المدخل الحاد تم أستخدامھ مع مختلف الحزم اصوزع الضوضاء والتفینما تت

  الترددیة العالیة.

سمى م ادي والبرمجي وكمالمسب باألعتماد على الدمج بین المدخل انادد المویجة الممتعفي ھذا البحث المقترح تمت األشارة  

قیمة الضوضاء تم استخدامھا قني تقنیة  ا لھذا فأنقجة. طبیزاء من أعادة تكوین متعدد الموجمد على أالمدخل المدمج الذي یعت

 HH,HLأستخدامھ مع الجزلین  والمدخل المادي تم LL,LHزئین المدخل فمثال فأن المدخل البرمجي تم أستخدامھ في الج

. أخیرا تم مقارنة النتائج لمتعدد المویجة التقلیدي مع  PSNRورة داللة صم حساب األداء لخوارزمیة أزالة الضوضاء من الث

  تكوین متعدد المویجة. أعادةفي  HL,HHوثانیا  LL,LHبأستخدام أوال  PSNRمتعدد المویجة المدمج المدخل بداللة 

  

Key Words: Discrete Multiwavelet Transform, hard threshold, soft threshold, PSNR peak 

signal to noise ratio, SNR signal to noise ratio, RMSE root mean square error. 
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Introduction 

Digital representation of image has created the need to transform the image from one 

domain to other that transformed used in digital image processing applications, observed image 

is modeled to be corrupted by different types of noise that results in a noisy version. Hence, 

image denoising is an important problem that aims to find an estimate version from the noisy 

image that is as close to the original image as possible, or to efficient compression algorithms 

that will reduce the storage space and the associated channel bandwidth for the transmission of 

images. Transform aims at changing the representation of a signal or a function by using of a 

mathematical operation. It is possible also to decompose a complex problem into simpler ones 

for obtaining simpler solution. Transforms play an important role in different signal processing 

applications like filtering, pattern recognition, restoration, spectrum estimation, signal 

enhancement, localization and compression [1]. The performance of each application depends 

on several factors, and hence, each application may need a different transform technique for a 

better solution [2].Multiwavelet is one type of the image transform that depended on the filter 

banks require a vector-value input signal. There are a number of ways to produce such a signal 

from 2-D signal image data. Perhaps the most obvious method is to use adjacent row and 

columns of the image data [3]. However, these approach doses not work well for general 

multiwavelets and leads to reconstruction artifacts in the lowpass data after coefficient 

quantization [4]. This problem can be avoided by constructing "constrained" multiwavelets, 

which possess certain key properties. Unfortunately, the extra constraints are somewhat 

restrictive; image compression test show that constrained multiwavelets do not perform as well 

as some other multifilters 

[5]. Another approach is to first split each row or column into two half-length signal, 

and then use these two half signal as the channel inputs into the multifilter. A naïve approach, 

as Strela points out [6], is to simply take the odd samples for one signal and the even samples 

for the second signal. 

This paper investigates the suitability a different number of different techniques have 

been for digital image denoising. The aim of these denoising techniques is to make as good an 
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estimate as possible of the original image. There are different discrete transform methods to 

eliminate the amount of noise in images using discrete cosine transform, discrete wavelet 

transform, and discrete multiwavelet transform. These deals with the method of image 

denoising using multiwavelet transform. Discrete multiwavelet transform is a good tool for 

solving images processing problems such as image denoising. This research introduces how to 

generate a Gaussian noise in image depending on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), how to 

eliminate this type of noise from digital. The problem of Image de-noising can be summarized 

as follows. Let A(i,j) be the noise-free image and B(i,j)the image corrupted with independent 

Gaussian noise Z(i,j)  

B(i,j)= A(i,j)+σ Z(i,j)                            …(1) 

Where Z(i,j) has normal distribution N(0,1) . The problem is to estimate the desired 

signal as accurately as possible according to some criteria. In the wavelet domain, if an 

orthogonal wavelet transform is used, the problem can be formulated as  

Y(i,j)= W(i,j)+N(i,j)                 …(2) 

where Y(i,j) is noisy wavelet coefficient; W(i,j) is true coefficient and N(i,j) noise, 

which is independent Gaussian. In multi-wavelet aspects, the symmetry and dissymmetry of 

the wavelet is rather important in signal processing .But singlewavelets with orthogonal 

intersection and compact-supporting are not symmetric except Harr. Recently, research on 

multi-wavelet is an active orientation. As multiwavelet can satisfy both symmetry and 

asymmetry which are very important characters in signal processing. Multi-wavelet is 

commonly used in image compression, image de-noising, digital watermark and other signal 

processing field, so it is especially appropriate to processing complex images. 

There are r compact-supporting scaling functions =( 1, 2,…. r)T and they are inter-

orthogonal with the wavelet functions =(1, 2,…… r)T, r(t)(l=1,2,…r). The orthogonal 

basis of L2(R) space is 2j/2 r (2jt-k)(j, k∈Z,l=1,2,…,r). Hk,, Gk are the N*N matrix finite 

response filters with orthogonal basis, then the following specific equations can be obtained: 

(t)= 2 HK (2t-k)                …(3) 

(t)= 2 GK (2t-k)                 …(4) 
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Multiwavelet Theory 

In multiwavelet transform, we use multiwavelet as transform basis. Multiwavelet 

functions are functions generated from one single function  by scaling and translation: 

a,b(t)=                )(
a

1
a

bt
a

         … (5) 

The mother wavelet  (t) has to be zero integral,  a,b(t)dt = 0. From (1) we see that 

high frequency multiwavelet correspond to a > 1 or narrow width, while low frequency 

multiwavelet corresponds to a < 1 or wider width. The basic idea of wavelet transform is to 

represent any function f as a linear superposition of wavelets. Any such superposition 

decomposes f to different scale levels, where each level can be then further decomposed with a 

resolution adapted to that level. One general way to do this is writing f as the sum of wavelets 

m,n(t)over m and n . This leads to discrete wavelet transform [7]: 

ƒ(t) = m,n m,n (t)       … (6) 

By introducing the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) idea by Mallat [3], in discrete wavelet 

transform we really use two functions: wavelet function (t) and scaling function (t). If we 

have a scaling function (t)L2(R), then the sequence of subspaces spanned by its scaling and 

translations  j,k (t)=2j/2 (2j t - k) , i.e 

Vj = span {j,k (t),j,k  Z}      … (7) 

 

Constitute a MRA for L2(R). 

(t) must satisfy the MRA condition [7]: 

(t)=2 h(n) (2t-2)      … (8) 
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For nZ. In this manner, we can span the difference between spaces jV  by wavelet functions 

produced from mother wavelet:  j,k (t)=2j/2 (2j t - k) Then we have [8]: 

 j,k (t) = 2 g(n) (2t-2)                … (9) 

For orthogonal basis we have [8]: 

g(n) = (-1)n h(-n+1)               … (10) 

If we want to find the projection of a function ƒ(t)  L2(R) on this set of subspaces, we must 

express it in e as a linear combination of expansion functions of that subspace [4]: 

ƒ(t) = 


n
 c(t) (t)+ 



n
 



n
 d(t)  j,k     … (11) 

Where  k(t) corresponds to the space V0 and  j,k (t) corresponds to wavelet spaces.By 

using the idea of MRA implementation of wavelet decomposition can be performed using filter 

bank constructed by a pyramidal structure of lowpass filters h(n) and highpass filters g(n ) 

[9,10]. 

and wavelet functions satisfy the following two-scale dilation equations: 

The Multiwavelet two-scale equations resemble those for scalar wavelets using Eqs.(3) 

and Eqs.(4). Note, however, that {H} and {G} is matrix filter, i.e., H and G are r × r matrices 

for each integer k, and the matrix elements in these filters provide more degrees of freedom 

than a traditional scalar wavelet. These extra degrees of freedom can be used to incorporate 

useful properties into the multileveled filters, such as orthogonally, symmetry, and high order 

of approximation. The key then is to figure out how to make the best use of these extra degrees 

of freedom. Multifilter construction methods are already being developed to exploit them. 

However, the multi-channel nature of Multiwavelet also means that the sub-band structure 

resulting from passing a signal through a multifilter bank is different. Sufficiently different, in 

fact, so that established quantization methods do not perform as well with Multiwavelet as they 

do with wavelets [2]. One famous Multiwavelet filter is the GHM filter proposed by Geronimo, 

Hardian, and Massopust [3]. The GHM bases offer a combination of orthogonality, symmetry, 

and compact support, which cannot be achieved by any scalar wavelet basis [8]. According to 
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Eq. (1) and (2) the GHM two scaling and wavelet functions satisfy the following two-scale 

dilation equations: 

 

1(t)    1(2t-k) 

 =2 kHK 

2(t)    2(2t-k) 

 

ψ1(t)    1(2t-k) 

 =2 kGK  

ψ2(t)    2(2t-k) 

 

Where Hk for GHM system are four scaling matrices H0, H1, H2, and H3 [9], 

 
… (14) 

Where Gk for GHM system are four wavelet matrices G0, G1, G2, and G3 [9], 

 
… (15) 

While earlier multiwavelet literature goes back further [7], some of the earliest 

developed multiresolution theory of multiwavelets can be found in a paper by Goodman. [10]. 

Strelas in his Ph.D. thesis [6] extends the theory of multiwavelets even further and presents it 

in terms of Pre-Processing multifilter banks in both time and frequency domains [1]. 
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Figure (1): GHM pair of, (a) Scaling Functions, (b) Multiwavelets 

 

Multi-Stage vector Quantization 

Vector quantization is a powerful tool for data reduction. Vector quantization extends 

scalar quantization to higher dimensional space. By grouping input samples into vectors and 

using a vector quantizer, a lower bit rate and higher performance can be achieved. However, 

the codebook size and the computational complexity increase exponentially as the rate increases 

for a given vector size. Full-search VQ such as entropy-constrained VQ (ECVQ) enjoys small 

quantization distortion. However, it has long compression time, and may not be well suited for 

real time signal compression systems. Tree-structured VQ (TSVQ) although can significantly 

reduce the compression time, has the disadvantage that the storage size required for the VQ is 

usually very large and cannot be controlled during the design process. Therefore, it may not be 

convenient to use TSVQ for the applications where the storage size is a major concern. A 

structured VQ scheme which can achieve very low encoding and storage complexity is MSVQ 

[12]. This appealing property of MSVQ motivated us to use MSVQ in the quantization stage. 

The basic idea of multistage vector quantization is to divide the encoding task into successive 

stages, where the first stage performs a relatively crude quantization of the input vector. Then 

a second-stage quantizer operates on the error vector between the original and the quantized 

first-stage output. The quantized error vector then provides a second approximation to the 

original input vector thereby leading to a refined or more accurate representation of the input. 

A third stage quantizer may then be used to quantize the second-stage error to provide a further 

refinement and so on. In this paper, we have implemented two-stage vector quantizer. The input 
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vector is quantized by the initial or first stage vector quantizer denoted by VQ1 whose code 

book is C1 = C10, C11 ...C1 (N1−1) with size N1. The quantized approximation ˆx1 is then 

subtracted from x producing the error vector. This error vector is then applied to a second vector 

quantizer VQ2 whose code book is C2 = C20, C21... C2 (N2 −1) with size N2 yielding the quantized 

output [10]. 

 
Figure (2): Multistage Vector Quantization System 

 

The encoder transmits a pair of indices specifying the selected codeword for each stage 

and the task of the decoder is to perform two table lookups to generate and then sum the two 

code words. In fact, the overall codeword or index is the concatenation of code words or indices 

chosen from each of two codebooks. Thus, the equivalent product codebook can be generated 

from the Cartesian product C1×C2. Compared to the full-search VQ with the product codebook 

C, the two stage VQ can reduce the complexity from N = N1 × N2 to N1 + N2. The multistage 

vector quantization system for ‘N’ stages is shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, ‘X’ represents the 

input vector, LUT stands for lookup table and i1 , i2 , etc represent indices from different stages. 

The overall index is the concatenation of indices chosen from each of the two codebooks. From 

the Fig.2, it is evident that the input vector is given only to the first stage, whereas the input to 

the successive stages is the error vectors from the previous stage [11]. 
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Types of Thresolding and Their Selection Rules 

Thresholding is one of the most commonly used processing tools in multiwavelet signal 

processing. It is widely used in noise reduction, signal and image compression or recognition 

[12]. In addition, Thresolding is non-linear operation performed on the multiwavelet 

coefficients of noisy signal [18]. This can be done by comparing the absolute value of the 

empirical multiwavelet coefficients with a value called Threshold Value (Thv). It is clear that 

if the multiwavelet coefficient is equal to or less than the threshold value, then one can not 

separate the signal from the noise. In this case, a good estimation for that multiwavelet 

coefficient is zero. In the case of an empirical multiwavelet coefficient is greater than the 

threshold value, then a natural estimation for this multiwavelet coefficient is empirical 

multiwavelet coefficient itself. This idea is called thresolding, which optimizes the mean 

squared error of the image. Thresolding process has different types as will be show below. The 

choice of thresolding method depends on the application. Thresolding operations are applied to 

the coefficients of the multiwavelet transforms. 

 

Hard-Thresholding 

Hard Thresholding is also called “kill/keep” strategy or “gating”. If the signal or 

a coefficient value is below a present value it is set to zero, that is: 

                                            Gк
j        | Gк

j |>Thv 

      j              j 
  Â   = T  (G   , Thv) =  
      K          h        K 

                                                                                                j  
                                              0           |G  |≤Thv      … (16) 
                                                               K  

 
  Where THv is the threshold value or the gate value the graphical representation of the hard 

threshold is shown in figure (3). Note that the graph is nonlinear and discontinuous at x=Thv 

[11]. 
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Figure (3): Hard Thresolding 

 

Soft-Thresholding 

    Soft thresholding is an alternative scheme of hard Thresolding and can be stated as [12]: 

 

                                            Sign (Gк
j)|Gк

j|-Thv    |Gк
j|>Thv 

      j              j 
  Â   = T  (G   , Thv) =  
      K          h        K 

                                                                                                                                    j  
                                                                                   |G  |≤Thv     
                                                                                                  K  

… (17) 

Hard thresolding can be described as the usual process of setting to zero the wavelet 

coefficients whose absolute values are less than or equal to the threshold value Thv. soft 

thresolding is an extension of hard thresolding, firstly setting to zero the wavelet coefficients 

whose absolute values are less than or equal to the threshold value Thv, then shrinking the non-

zero coefficients towards zero by threshold value Thv. Figure (4) shows this type of Thresolding 

[10 
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Figure (4): Soft thresolding 

 

proposed method of denoising using (Hybrid Techniques) Mixed-Thresolding 

In this section we suggest to use two theory of Thresolding to appear the image in best 

denoising through using soft threshold and hard threshold too by obtain this from Eqs.(8) and 

Eqs.(9). This theory can apply by using the soft threshold in the LL and LH part and hard 

threshold in HL and HH part this theory can named as mixed threshold that can be explain in 

the figure.4 

 
Figure (5): flow diagram of the proposed Multiwavelet thresolding method 
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General Example for Computing DMWT for decomposition 

   1. Coefficient Shuffling, which is applied to the DMWT NN matrix four basic sub bands 

individually. For each sub bands, coefficient shuffling shuffles the columns first then shuffles 

the rows. 

     2. Column Reconstruction, 

   I.Transpose the coefficient shuffled NN matrix. 

 II.Apply shuffling by arranging the row pairs 1, 2 and 3, 4… (N/2)-1, (N/2) of the coefficient 

shuffled NN matrix transpose to be the row pairs 1, 2 and 5, 6… N-3, N-2 of the resulting 

matrix and arranging the row pairs (N/2)+1, (N/2)+2, and (N/2)+3, (N/2)+4… N-1, N of 

the coefficient shuffled NN matrix transpose to be the row pairs 3, 4 and 7, 8… N-1, N 

of the resulting matrix. 

III.Multiply an NN reconstruction matrix (NN transformation matrix transpose) with the 

resulting NN shuffled matrix from II. 

3. Postprocessing, a critical-sampled scheme of Postprocessing can be computed as 

follows: 

 I.1st order approximation Postprocessing: can be computed by applying these equations: 

    Odd-row= [[same odd-row] - (0.11086198) [next even-row] 

                   - (0.11086198) [previous even-row]] / (0.373615)                                         … (18) 

                    Even-row= [same even-row] / (2 -1)             … (19) 

to the odd- and even-rows of the column reconstructed NN matrix respectively. 

II. 2nd order approximation Postprocessing: can be computed by applying these equations: 

    Odd-row= [[same odd-row] - (3/88) [next even-row] 

                       - (3/82) [previous even-row]]/ (10/82)                                                   …  (20) 

             Even-row= [same even-row]                   … (21) 

to the odd- and even-rows of the column reconstructed NN matrix respectively. 
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4. Row and Column reconstruction 

  I.Transpose the Postprocessed NN resultant matrix. 

II.Apply shuffling by arranging the row pairs 1, 2 and 3, 4… (N/2)-1, N/2 of the NN matrix 

Postprocessed resultant matrix transpose to be the row pairs 1, 2 and 5, 6… N-3, N-2 of the 

resulting matrix and arranging the row pairs (N/2) +1, (N/2) +2, and (N/2) +3, (N/2)+4… N-

1, N of the NN matrix Postprocessed resultant matrix transpose to be the row pairs 3, 4 and 

7, 8… N-1, N of the resulting matrix. 

III. Apply the Multistage Vector Quantization for row preprocessing to the input 2-D matrix, 

X, using repeated row preprocessing and c= c10, c11 ...c1 (N1−1) 

 

           x0,0   x0,1      x0,2     x0,3 
                     cx0,0   cx0,1   cx0,2    cx0,3 

x0,0   x0,1   x0,2   x0,3              x1,0   x1,1      x1,2      x1,3 
x1,0   x1,1   x1,2   x1,3    preprocess     cx1,0   cx1,1   cx1,2    cx1,3 

X = 
x2,0   x2,1   x2,2   x2,3        rows x =       x2,0     x2,1     x2,2    x2,3 
x3,0   x3,1   x3,2   x3,3            cx2,0   cx2,1   cx2,2   cx2,3 

          x3,0     x3,1      x3,2   x3,3 
                                 cx3,0    cx3,1    cx3,2   cx3,3                        … (22) 
 
 
 

    1.   Apply row transformation 

  I.  Let [z]= [W] [x] 

II.  Permute [z], 
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                       z0,0   z0,1   z0,2   z0,3                             p0,0   p0,1    p0,2   p0,3 

                       z1,0   z1,1   z1,2   z1,3                             p1,0   p1,1   p1,2   p1,3   , 

                       z2,0   z2,1   z2,2   z2,3      permute        p4,0   p4,1   p4,2   p4,3 

z =      z3,0   z3,1   z3,2   z3,3                 p =      p5,0   p5,1   p5,2   p5,3 

                       z4,0   z4,1   z4,2   z4,3                            p2,0   p2,1   p2,2   p2,3 

                       z5,0   z5,1   z5,2   z5,3                            p3,0   p3,1   p3,2   p3,3 

                       z6,0   z6,1   z6,2   z6,3                            p6,0   p6,1   p6,2   p6,3 

                       z7,0   z7,1   z7,2   z7,3                            p7,0   p7,1   p7,2   p7,3  

… (23) 

    1.   Apply column transformation 

  I.  Transpose p matrix. 

 

               p0,0   p1,0   p4,0   p5,0   p2,0   p3,0   p6,0   p7,0 

               p0,1   p1,1   p4,1   p5,1   p2,1   p3,1   p6,1   p7,1 

    pt =    p0,2   p1,2   p4,2   p5,2   p2,2   p3,2   p6,2   p7,2              … (24) 

              p0,3   p1,3   p4,3   p5,3   p2,3   p3,3   p6,3   p7,3 

 

II.  preprocess [p]t to get [P] matrix 

 

P0,0   P1,0   P4,0   P5,0   P2,0   P3,0   P6,0   P7,0 

         P0,0   P1,0   P4,0   P5,0   P2,0   P3,0   P6,0   P7,0 

P0,1   P1,1   P4,1   P5,1   P2,1   P3,1   P6,1   P7,1 

P =   P0,1   P1,1   P4,1   P5,1   P2,1   P3,1   P6,1   P7,1 

P0,2   P1,2   P4,2   P5,2   P2,2   P3,2   P6,2   P7,2             … (25) 

         P0,2   P1,2    P4,2   P5,2   P2,2   P3,2   P6,2   P7,2 

P0,3   P1,3   P4,3   P5,3   P2,3   P3,3   P6,3   P7,3 

         P0,3   P1,3   P4,3    P5,3   P2,3    P3,3   P6,3   P7,  
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III.  let [b]= [W]  [P] 

IV.  Permute [b] to get [B]matrix which is 88 matrix. 

 V. 

         b0,0   b0,1   b0,2   b0,3   b0,4   b0,5   b0,6   b0,7 

         b1,0   b1,1   b1,2   b1,3   b1,4   b1,5   b1,6   b1,7 

         b2,0   b2,1   b2,2   b2,3   b2,4   b2,5   b2,6   b2,7 

         b3,0   b3,1   b3,2   b3,3   b3,4   b3,5   b3,6   b3,7 

b =   b4,0   b4,1   b4,2   b4,3   b4,4   b4,5   b4,6   b4,7 

         b5,0   b5,1   b5,2   b5,3   b5,4   b5,5   b5,6   b5,7 

         b6,0   b6,1   b6,2   b6,3   b6,4   b6,5   b6,6   b6,7 

         b7,0   b7,1   b7,2   b7,3   b7,4   b7,5   b7,6   b7,7 

… (26) 

Permute 

 

 

B0,0   B0,1   B0,2   B0,3   B0,4   B0,5   B0,6   B0,7 

B1,0   B1,1   B1,2   B1,3   B1,4   B1,5   B1,6   B1,7 

B4,0   B4,1   B4,2   B4,3   B4,4   B4,5   B4,6   B4,7 

B5,0   B5,1   B5,2   B5,3   B5,4   B5,5   B5,6   B5,7 

B =  B2,0   B2,1   B2,2   B2,3   B2,4   B2,5   B2,6   B2,7            … (27) 

B3,0   B3,1   B3,2   B3,3   B3,4   B3,3   B3,6   B3,7 

B6,0   B6,1   B6,2   B6,3   B6,4   B6,5   B6,6   B6,7 

B7,0   B7,1   B7,2   B7,3   B7,4   B7,5   B7,6   B7,7  

 

 3.  The final DMWT matrix [Y ] results from the following steps, 

 I.    Transpose [B] matrix to get [y] matrix. 

II.    Apply coefficients permutation to each of the four basic sub bands of matrix [y]. 
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  5.  Post processing, a critical-sampled scheme of Post processing can be done by the 

same process of step 3 above which results in the NN original reconstructed 2-D signal 

matrix. 

 

Denoising process for multiwavelet (MS-QIDMWT) and Hybrid threshold 

If the noised image 

I(i,j)=X(i,j)+n(i,j) i,j=1,2,…,N              …(28) 

Where n(i, j) is white Gaussian noise whose mean value is zero, σ is its variance, and X(i,j) 

the original signal. The problem of de-noising can be thought as how to recover X(i, j) from 

I(i,j). Transform the formula (13) with multiwavelet, formula (14) is obtained 

WI (i,j)= Wx(i,j)+ Wn (i,j)             …(29) 

 

It is known from multi-wavelet transformation that, the multi-wavelet transformation of 

Gaussian noise is also Gaussian distributed, there are components at different scales, but energy 

distributes evenly in high frequency area, and the specific signal of the image has projecting 

section in every high frequency components. So image denoising can be performed in high 

frequency area of multi-wavelet transformation. 
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System Flowcharting of Thresholding Algorithm by Using (MSQIDMWT) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (6): Flowchart of proposed System for multiwavelet hybrid thresholding method 
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Thresholding Algorithm by Using (MS-QIDMWT) 

In this section, a new hard thresholding role is proposed to eliminate the errors which 

appear in the threshold images. Figure (3.8) shows the block diagram of the method. The 

algorithm of the proposed method is as follows: (Note that: this algorithm can be used either 

for hard or soft thresholding) 

Step1. Obtain the multiwavelet transform (MS-QIDMWT) coefficients of the observed noisy 

image (Gк
j). 

Step2. Compute the threshold value (Thv) by equation or any other one of the threshold 

selection rules. 

Step3. Select the threshold type according the part of coefficients for LL and LH select (soft-

threshold) and for HL, HH select (Hard-threshold). Since the work of this research depends on 

the hybrid techniques mixed between soft and hard thresholding type and filter the multiwavelet 

transform coefficients (Gк
j).don’t change if the absolute value of the coefficients is greater than 

the threshold value (Thv), else replace it with a zero value. 

Step4. Inverse the Multiwavelet transform threshold coefficients ( ) to get the denied 

(reconstructed) image. 

 

Results and Discussion 

A comparison of image denoising using multiwavelet transform with that other images 

figure (5) shows the different images and compares the result of denoising images by using 

multiwavelet transform in Gaussian Noise. 
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Experiment 1 

In this experiment result a general comparison of image Denoising using Multiwavelet 

transform with the other images by using the proposed method of multiwavelet and Hybrid 

techniques of thresolding. 

             
          (a)                                                 (b)                                                 (c) 

            
         (d)                                                 (e)                                                 (f) 

Figure (5): Result of applying multiwavelet on denoising depended on Hybrid 

threshold in images Where the Gaussian noise with mean=0 and  =20. 

 

In this experiment table (1) shows the different measurement (RMSE, SNR and PSNR) 

and compares the result of denoising images by using Multiwavelet transform one by using 

traditional thresholding (Hard in table (1)) and (Soft threshold in table (2)) additional to table(3) 

shows the different measurement (RMSE, SNR and PSNR) according to the proposed method 

(Hybrid techniques) . 
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Table (1): RMSE, SNR, PSNR Objective measurement of images with different Noisy 

images Gaussian Noise and Denoising Images depended on using hard threshold 

 

 Noisy Image Desisting using Hard-threshold 

IMAGES PSNR SNR RMSE PSNR SNR RMSE 
Tiger 141.12 10.01 0.17 21.8036 20.0056 14.5615 

Watch 187.92 9.99 0.003 20.4561 20.1885 15.9608 
 

Table (2): RMSE, SNR, PSNR Objective measurement of images with different Noisy 

images Gaussian Noise and Denoising Images depended on using soft threshold 

 

 Noisy Image 1 Desisting using Soft-threshold 1 

IMAGES PSNR SNR RMSE PSNR SNR RMSE 
Tiger 141.12 I00I 0.17 21.8036 21.0544 20.0422 

Watch 187.92 9.99 0.003 20.4561 20.7622 21.6092 
 

Table (3): RMSE, SNR, PSNR Objective measurement of images with different Noisy 

images Gaussian Noise and Denoising Images depended on using Hybrid thresholding 

 

 Noisy Image 1 Denoising Image 1 

IMAGES PSNR SNR RMSE PSNR SNR RMSE 
Tiger 141.12 10.01 0.17 20.43 22.54 24.89 
Watch 187.92 9.99 0.003 20.01 24.91 25.89 

 

Experiment 2 

In this experiment2 table (4) shows the different measurement (RMSE, SNR and PSNR) 

and compares the result of denoising images by using Multiwavelet transform one by using 

traditional thresholding and (Soft threshold in table) additional to shows the different 

measurement according to the proposed method (Hybrid techniques) [13]. 
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Table (4): Difference Objective measurement RMSE, SNR, PSNR of Denoising Images 

using hard threshold, Soft threshold and Hybrid techniques 

 

 
Desisting using Hard- 

threshold 
Desisting using Soft- 

threshold 
Desisting using 1  

Hybrid 
IMAGES PSNR SNR RMSE PSNR SNR RMSE PSNR SNR RMSE 

Tiger 21.8036 20.0056 14.5615 21.8036 21.0544 20.0422 20.43 22.54 24.89 

Watch 20.4561 20.1885 15.9608 20.4561 20.7622 21.6092 20.01 24.91 25.89 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, technique of multiwavelet transform play an important role in image 

denoising applications due to its multiresolution analysis that makes the statistics of many 

natural images be simplified when they are decomposed. It takes the idea of wavelet transform 

with different two-dimensional filters and with pre/post processing mechanisms. There are two 

important parameters in multiwavelet thresholding denoising algorithm namely the threshold 

value (Thv) and the multiwavelet basis. For the first parameter, it is found that the optimal 

threshold value can be computed. Choosing the multiwavelet basis is not an easy task. GHM, 

with repeated row preprocessing and matrix approximation preprocessing for different images 

are employed. Among these basis functions, it is seen that is the performance improves when 

using CL filter with repeated row preprocessing. The level of decomposition of multiwavelet 

transform and the thresholding scheme (soft and hard) are two important parameters in 

multiwavelet thresholding denoising algorithm. Image denoising using the proposed algorithm 

take the advantage of averaging and translation-invariant in noise elimination. For example, the 

result of multiwavelet (soft and hard) thresolding basis functions gave an RMSE value of 

(25.89) but traditional threshold gives (22.28) using hard threshold and (21.66) using soft 

threshold.  
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